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Abstract—In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the sensor nodes
that locate near often sense the similar data, however,
transmitting the repeated or redundant data often cause
unnecessary energy consumption. Aiming at this point, this paper
firstly proposes a gridbased spatial correlation clustering
(GSCC) method which clusters the sensor nodes according to
data correlation. According to GSCC, in the same cluster the
member nodes have high similarity. Based on GSCC, then this
paper proposes a spatial correlation clustering approximation
framework (SCCAF). SCCAF can largely save networks’ energy
by which the cluster head estimates the data of its member nodes
provided that approximation value is in the allowable error
range. Experiments prove that not only SCCAF based on GSCC
method can prolong the lifetime of the sensor networks compared
with LEACH but also SCCAF guarantees more accuracy than
CASA (clusteringbased approximate scheme for data
aggregation) which is a previous approximation scheme.
Keywords sensor networks; cluster; approximation; data
correlatin

I.

Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) compose of thousands
of sensor nodes that sense or monitor data in some areas, like
temperature, humidity and so on. WSNs are now widely used
in military and medical domains because its unique properties
such as selforganizing, multihop and low cost. However,
since sensor nodes are usually placed on vile environmental
conditions, the battery on it can not be recharged immediately,
in addition to the limited ability of sensor’s communication and
computation, energy issue is a key factor that exits in the
WSNs.
In WSNs, there exist plenty of redundant data that are
caused by the sense of sensor nodes that located relatively near,
which is called spatial correlation of sensed data. With the
change of time, these data also behave some temporal
correlation. Literature [1] analyzes the temporal and spatial
correlation of data in WSNs in theory and proposes a MAC
protocol that can eliminate data redundancy. Literature [2] and
[3] discuss about the temporal correlation of data in WSNs
through discrete cosine transform (DCT), and [2] uses a 3
dimension DCT (3DDCT) which the first and second
dimension symbolize the xcoordinate and ycoordinate
respectively, and the third dimension represent time to
demonstrate the temporal and spatial correlation of data in
WSNs. [4] and [5] assume the data in monitored area obey the
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Gaussian distribution of mean equaling to 0, and measure
degree of association of different nodes by the way of
computing the entropies of different nodes. On the basis of it,
literature [5] clusters the sensor nodes which have high
correlation according to the computation of correlation.
However, these methods all analyze the correlation of data in
WSNs in theory, which can not be used in the practical
application because of complication or over many messages for
communication. Literature [6] proposes a clustering method
based on data spatial correlation(CAG), CAG put the nodes
whose differences are in the same allowable error bound into a
cluster by exchanging sensed data of cluster head and cluster
member. In the same cluster, only cluster head transmits data to
sink node which diminish the energy consumption though that
exits some inaccuracy. Literature [7] proposes a data collection
framework (EEDC) based on data spatial correlation, EEDC in
the round discuss about data correlation existing in WSNs in
terms of transmission delay, energy storage, dynamic adjust
and data storage in sink node. Besides, by applying data spatial
correlation Markov model, [8] proposes a clustering method by
the means of partitioning event sensing area into virtual polar
equivalent layer which also can save some energy. Literature [9]
proposes an approximation mechanism for WSNs (CASA),
which approximates the data through two layer approximation
mechanism of cluster head to cluster member and cluster head
to sink node. Experiments prove that in an error bound, CASA
can prolong the lifetime of WSNs by saving much energy.
On the previous work, this paper firstly proposes a grid
based spatial correlation clustering(GSCC) method, GSCC
firstly exchanges data and then computes difference of data
sensed by nodes, after that GSCC clusters the nodes whose
differences are in the same range. After the form of clusters,
cluster head approximates the data of member nodes in its
cluster according to their historical data and its neighbor.
Experiments show that not only SCCAF based on GSCC can
save more energy but also an error bound can guarantee
accuracy
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we analyze the correlation existed in physical area
and then demonstrate the proposed clustering method (GSCC).
A proposed approximation mechanism (SCCAF) and the
relevant proof is presented in section 3. Section 4 validates the
GSCC and SCCAF by experiments. Finally, section 5
concludes the paper.

II.

Clustering method based on data spatial correlation

A.

formula description of WSNs’ spatial correlation
In this section, we state the spatial correlation of data
using equations. Firstly, we use a triple to represent the data a
sensor node senses d i ( x , y , t ) , ( x , y ) represents the
coordinate of the sensor nodes, t represents the time of sensing
data, assuming the data in monitored physical area obey a
Gauss distribution with mean equaling to 0 and variance
equaling to

s N2 : then

d i ( x , y , t ) ~ N ( 0, s N2 ) .

We use correlation coefficient (denoted by

r i, j ) to

represent correlation between data, it can be expressed as
follows:
Cov ( d i , d j )
Cov ( d i , d j )
i, j
(1)
D ( d i )* D ( d j )
s N2

r

=

=

Because

Cov(di , d j ) = E(di d j ) - E(di ) * E(d j ) = E(di d j ) (2)
Then (1) can be written as

r i, j =

E (di d j )

(3)
s N2
From the Derivation above, we can see that correlation of data
is decided by covariance and variance of Gaussian distribution,
but it is hard to apply it to clustering in WSNs, from [10] we
can prove that Cov ( d i , d j ) is inversely proportional to
distance, then according to (1) we can deduce that if the data
obey Gaussian distribution, then the spatial correlation of data
is related to distance: the bigger is distance, then the lower is
the correlation; the smaller is the distance and the bigger is the
correlation.
B.

Gridbased Spatial Correlation Clustering (GSCC)
According to the deduction in section 2.1, the sensor
nodes that locate nearer will sense more similar data, in this
section, this paper proposes spatial correlation clustering
method based on virtual gird. As shown in Fig.1, assume the
whole monitored area is a square of m * m , Sink locates in
the right top of the area. Assuming there are total n sensor
nodes which are randomly distributed in the monitored area.
Based on the energy model in [11], it set a thresh hold
dcrossover , when the distance between sending node and
receiving node is less than dcrossover , then sending energy is
proportional to squared distance, when the distance between
sending node and receiving node is bigger than dcrossover , then
sending energy is proportional to distance of four power.
Therefore, sending a l bit should cost energy as Eq. (4).
ìïlEelec + le fsd 2 , d < d crossover
ETx (l , d ) = ETx - elec (l ) + ETx - amp (l , d ) = í
4
ïîlEelec + le mp d , d > d crossover

(4)

Fig. 1. WSNs’ scene
Where

e mp and e fs represent the energy consumption of the

amplifier in the free space model and multiple attenuation
model respectively, and Eelec represents the energy
consumption of the wireless transceiver circuit. And receiving
a l bit will cost energy is shown as Eq.(5)
E recv ( l ) = lE elec
(5)
The whole establishment of clusters is shown as below:
Step 1:
Partition the whole area into k * k virtual grids, where k * k
is the number of the clusters. Here, the value of k * k is equal
to rounded up k opt which will be discussed in theory 1.
Step 2:
In each virtual gird, every node computes the probability that it
becomes cluster head according to
E
P = cur
Etotal
where E cur is the current energy of the node and E total is
the initial energy of the network. If p is bigger than a threshold
then the node will broadcast its ID and its geographic position
(Xi, Yi) as a candidate cluster head, other nodes compare their
results to receiving message, if some nodes’ probability is also
bigger than threshold, it must compare itself to the candidate’s
position, if it locates in the more middle position, then it will
broadcast its ID to announce it become cluster head in the
cluster. If candidate receive feedback message which indicates
it is not cluster head, otherwise it will become the cluster head.
Step 3:
Each cluster head broadcast its own sensing data (CRi) to other
nodes within its transmitting range, nonhead nodes will
choose to participate which cluster according to difference
between data and strength of signal, the equation is as follows:

EV i =
Where

MR j

|CR i - MR j |
Signal i

is the member node j’s reading and

signal of cluster head i.

(6)
Signal i

is the

GSCC (a Gridbased Spatial Correlation Clustering)
Input: A square field with N sensor nodes randomly
arranged
Output: Some clusters with high correlation in the same
cluster
Algorithm Description:
Partition the field into k * k grids, k * k is equals
to rounded up k opt in theory 1.
In each grid, every node computes the possibility
that it will become the cluster head according to

P=

consumption. Aiming at this goal, this paper propose SCCAF,
which is an approximation framework, its main principle is:
In each cluster, cluster head and cluster members maintain
a window sized t to store history data, after a time period, if the
sensed data in member nodes meet
(7)
| V actual - V avg |< (V low , V high ) * ert
Where Vactual is the actual value that is sensed by
member node, Vavg is the average of historical data in window,
its value is equals to :

t

Ecur
Etotal

.
If(P>threshold)
{
Then broadcast its ID and geographic position
(Xi,Yi)
If(Other nodes' possibility>threshold)
{
If(its position is prior to the broadcaster)
Then broadcast it become the cluster
head to others
Else
Make itself as member node
}
}
Each cluster head broadcast its CR(Current Reading)
foreach(received data from head i)
| CR i - MR j |
EV i =
SIGNAL i
compute
select minmum EV represented by k as its cluster

V avg = 1 *
t

åv

i

i =1

Vlow and Vhigh represent the lowest and highest value of
the area, it is the fixed value and ert symbolizes percentage of
error range. It indicates the data sensed by member nodes is in
the allowable arrange, and it is no need for it to transmit its
data, and then cluster head will approximate its member’s data
by weighting its historical data and its neighbor’s data.
Otherwise, the member needs to transmit its own sensed data to
update historical data in the windows. The formula for
approximation is shown as:
(8)
V app = q * V nei + (1 - q ) * V avg
Where Vapp is the approximation value, Vnei is the data of
its nearest neighbor,
in a cluster.

q is the correlation coefficient( 0 £ q £ 1 )

Theory 1: According to SCCAF, the optimum number
(represented by kopt ) of clusters in WSNs is

head
send JOIN message to the head k
foreach(cluster head m)
record its own members’ ID and send REPLY
message to its member
end
Fig. 2. Algorithm of GSCC

a *l * N *e fs

kopt =

III.
A.

A SPATIAL CORRELATION CLUSTERING APPROXIMATION
FRAMEWORK (SCCAF)

SCCAF Overview
In section 2, after all the sensor nodes have been clustered
according to spatial correlation, the nodes in the same cluster
have high data similarity or redundancy. So if these redundant
data can be removed, then it will save much energy

*M 2

4
(1-q )*u *( 2lE elec + E DA ) + lE elec + le mp d toBS

Proof:
According to (4), the energy of sending a data of l bit for a
member node (represented by Emember ) to cluster head is :

E member = ( l * E elec + l * e
Step 4:
Nonhead nodes choose the corresponding head node that has
the minimum of EV and send its own ID. After receiving IDs
from its member nodes, it will record them and send back ACK
message.
After the four procedures above, the establishment of the
clusters is finished, in each cluster the difference among sensor
nodes is relative small; that is to say, it has relative strong data
correlation. The pseudo code of GSCC is shown in Fig.2.

1
2p

fs

2
* d toCH
)

2

Where d toCH is the square of the distance from member node
to cluster head. Then according to SCCAF, the energy of
sending a data of l bit for all the member nodes in a cluster can
be expressed as:

E cluster - members = u * E member + a * ( Nk - u ) * E member
Where u is the number of nodes that need to transmit data
which is discussed in Theory 2. And the consumed energy for
cluster head ECH is the sum of receiving data from member
nodes consumed energy (denoted by E recv ), aggregating data
consumed energy (denoted by E Aggregate ) and sending data
consumed energy consumed energy (represented by E send )
which is shown below:

data to sink node after aggregation, that is to say, we assume
the total data aggregation. For SCCAF, its energy consumption
which is the same as in theory 1 can be written as:

ECH = E recv + E Aggregate + E send
= lE elec (u + a * ( Nk - u )) + (u + a * ( Nk - u )) * E DA

ESCCAF = k * Ecluster

4
+ l * Eelec + l * e mp * d toBS

Ecluster = ECH + u * Emember

Since the computation of approximation is simple and it cost
very little energy which does very small effect to networks, to
state simple, we eliminate the energy of approximation.
Therefore, the whole energy consumption which is denoted by
E SCCAF _ total of the WSNs is :

2
Emember = l * Eelec + l * e fs * dtoCH
4
ECH = l * Eelec * u + EDA + Eapp + l * Eelec + l *e mp * dtoBS

We can get from above that

ESCCAF_ total = k * (ECH + Emembers)

2
E SCCAF = l * u * k * ( 2 E elec + e fs * d toCH
)+

= k * ((u + a ( Nk - u))(2lEelec + E DA + le fs * d
N
k

= k * ((u + a ( - u))(2lEelec + E DA + le fs *
We

compute

E SCCAF

_ total

first

derivative

2
toCH

1
2p

*

) + lEelec + le mp d

M2
k

) + lEelec + le mpd

E SCCAF

of

4
toBS

_ total

)

4
toBS

Let

equals to 0, then we can get the optimum k, it is

kopt =

a *l * N *e fs

1
2p

)

4
l * k * ( E elec + e mp * d toBS
) + kE DA + kE app

(9)

For LEACH, its energy consumption can be written as:

E LEACH = k * Ecluster
Ecluster = ECH + ( nk - 1) * E member
2
Emember = l * Eelec + l * e fs * d toCH

*M 2

4
(1-q )*u *( 2 lE elec + E DA ) + lE elec + le mp d toBS

4
ECH = l * Eelec * nk + E DA + l * Eelec + l * e mp * d toBS

We can get from above that
Theory 2: According to SCCAF, there should be at least

é
( V high - V low ) * ert * n ù
u = ên ú
| å V actual - å V avg | ú
ê

(10)
By using (9)(10) we get

member nodes to transmit their sensed data in order to
determine the accuracy.
Prove:
Assume there are at least u member nodes to transmit data,
then it must need the conditions below:

(n - u) | åVactual - åVavg | +n * 0 £ (Vhigh -Vlow) * ert* n
Where n is the number of the nodes in one cluster.
It means that the nodes which don’t transmit data should
meet the accuracy are in the allowable error range. So it can
transform to

(n - u ) £

( V high - V low ) * ert * n
|

å V actual - å V avg

|

We can get
u ³ n -

(V
|

- V

high

å

V

actual

) * ert

low

-

å

V

* n
avg

|

At the same time, we must guarantee each cluster
consumes the lowest energy, so

é
( V high - V low ) * ert * n ù
u = ên ú
| å V actual - å V avg | ú
ê
B.

4
2
ELEACH = nlEelec + kEDA + kle mpdtoBS
+ n(lEelec + le fsdtoCH
)

Energy analysis of SCCAF
Section 3.1 discuss about SCCAF, in this section we
analyze the energy of SCCAF, in order to prove SCCAF can
save more energy, LEACH is also analyzed and we compare
both of these two mechanisms.
Here we assume cluster head only transmit one piece of

2
ESCCAF- ELEACH = 2lEelec(uk- n) + le fsdtoCH
(uk - n) + k(EApp + lEelec)
2
» (2lEelec + le fsdtoCH
)(uk - n) < 0

(11)
Therefore, compared to LEACH, since in SCCAF after
forming cluster, only some proportion of member nodes need
to transmit their data, it causes less energy than LEACH.
C.

Accuracy of SCCAF
[9] proposes an approximation method, called CASA, the
cluster head is responsible to approximate its cluster members’
data by computing the average of the historical data. Though
SCCAF can save much energy by omitting many members’
sending data, it results in reducing accuracy. Suppose there is a
big error range, but it is not meaningful for the practical
monitoring application which has high need of accuracy. On
the other hand, SCCAF allows a part of its member nodes to
send their practical sensed data which can cause some energy,
but it guarantees the accuracy of data. Since in each cluster, the
data correlation among the member nodes is high, we can
approximate some nodes’ data by using their neighbors’ data.
As 3.1 shows that, SCCAF uses eq.(8) to approximate data
while CASA uses eq.(12)
t

V CASA

- APP

= V avg =

1
t

*

å

vi

(12)

i =1

Assume Vactual is the true value, we compute square of the
difference between approximation value and true value, and the
result is smaller, the approximation is more accurate.

d(v) = (VSCCAF-APP -Vactual)2 - (VCASA-APP -Vactual)2
= [q(Vnei -Vavg) + 2*(Vavg -Vactual)]*q *(Vnei -Vavg)
» q *(Vnei -Vavg)2 * (q - 2) < 0
(13)
Correlation coefficient q <1, we can deduce q 2<0,
So d (v ) < 0
So we can prove that SCCAF is more accurate than CASA.
D. Maintenance and adjustment of cluster
With change of monitored area, if some member nodes’
differences between sensed data and approximation data
exceeds the allowable error range all the time, then it needs to
frequently transmit data to head which indicates that the
correlation between this node with others in the same cluster
declines, so it is necessary for it to choose cluster again. We set
two thresholds a and b , a is the maximum of refreshing
times, if refreshing frequency of nodes is bigger than a , it
must leave this cluster; b is the maximum of the number of

| Vactual -Vavg |< (Vlow,Vhigh) * ert

a

nodes that leave the cluster, if the number is bigger than b ,
then the cluster head sends message to sink node to form
clusters again. After receiving the message, Sink node will
broadcast dissolution message, all the nodes will form clusters
according to 2.2 which is shown in fig.3
If the frequency is higher than a but don’t satisfy the
condition to dissolute cluster, then these nodes need to take
part in other clusters, to save energy and make it simple, the
principle is to choose the nearest cluster.

Vapp =q *Vnei + (1-q)*Vavg
b

E. Discussion about some parameters
(1) similar coefficient q
q expresses the similarity of data in the same cluster, if
q equals to 1,it indicates that the data is the same, and the
higher is q ,the higher correlation between two data. Since
different cluster performs different similarity of data, we can’t
apply the uniform q into SCCAF to approximate the value of
the member nodes. So the cluster head should compare the
value of its cluster members. To be simple, each cluster has
only one q .
(2) Error allowable value (ert)
ert is the value that permits the precision of
approximation according to SCCAF. In SCCAF, the
difference between Vlow and Vhigh is a fixed value, so ert is
used to control the precision. In the cases where data changes
quickly ert should be set bigger to avoid frequency of
transmitting data from member nodes. In the cases where data
changes slowly, ert should be set smaller to make the
precision to be as high as possible.

Fig. 3. Procedure of SCCAF
IV.

SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

Tab.1 experiment parameter
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Area

100*100

Eelec

50nJ/bit

e fs

10pJ/bit/

m2
130

m2
packet size

500 bytes

e mp

0.0013pJ/
bit/m4

Round

1200

dcrossover

75m

ert

10%(defaul

Initial

0.5J

t)

energy

Window size

8(default)

Data range

Energy fusion

5nJ

50~300

14

x 10

3

13
12
Energy consumption （ J ）

In this section, we firstly use Matlab to simulate the
proposed Gridbased Spatial Correlation Clustering (GSCC),
and compare it with LEACH. The parameters are shown in
Table 1. Fig.4 is the scene of GSCC clustering by matlab:
firstly in a 100*100 square there randomly placed 130 sensor
nodes. Here we just simulate the energy consumption with time
round so as to make comparison with LEACH simply which
don’t make simulation of sensing the actual data for nodes in
monitored area. And then it will select the optimum number of
cluster heads according to theory 1 and finally finish clustering.

11
10
9
8
7
6

100

5

90

4

0

5

10
15
Number of cluster

80

20

25

Fig. 6. Relationship between Energy consumption and
number of clusters

70
60

Fig.6 shows the relationship between Energy consumption
and number of clusters, for WSNs of 130 nodes, according to
SCCAF, 7 clusters can achieve the minimum energy
consumption which also validates theory 1.
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Fig. 4. Scene of simulation
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4.8

4.6
0.04

80

0.06
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0.1
0.12
0.14
Allowable error range

0.16

0.18

0.2

Fig. 7. Relation between energy consumption and
allowable error range
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5
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Energy consumption/round（J ）
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0

0
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400
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Round

800

1000

1200

Fig. 5. Lifetime of GSCC and LEACH
From Fig.5 we can see that, SCCAF has longer lifetime
than LEACH. In 450 rounds, there exist dying nodes in
LEACH, until 600 rounds there are not more than 20 nodes in
the networks when the WSNs can’t complete the normal
application task. While it appears to SCCAF that until 600
rounds there has dying nodes and until 950 rounds the active
nodes are lower than 20. It can be seen from the figure that
GSCC prolong the lifetime of more than 250 rounds than
LEACH, so it is more energy saving.

We can see from Figure 7 that, in each round, the energy
consumption of the whole network increases with the
refreshing frequency increasing. It is easy to see that, when the
refreshing frequency becomes higher, it needs not more
members to transmit their data to cluster head than cluster head
approximates their value, so it cost more energy.
As proved before, SCCAF is more accurate than CASA.
To validate it, we choose practical sensor nodes Jennic to
measure temperatures. The experiment scene is shown in Fig.8,
to realize the multiple physical environment, one side of the
network is near the window (colder area), another side of the
network is near the electro thermal oven (hotter area). In this
experiment, there are total 13 sensor nodes, in each round 3
cluster heads are selected according to GSCC, and then based
on SCCAF the cluster head approximates their member nodes’
data and transmit it to sink node. To make comparison with
CASA clear, we choose the principle of accuracy measuring as
variance of actual data and approximated data. The results is
shown in Figure 9
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